ART WORKSHOP / SEMINAR 
[ COLORED PENCIL ]
(ART 295AC)

Instructor : Dr. Judy Kula
Phone: Art Department : 285-7284 to leave a message.

Course Purpose : To provide opportunities to explore the potential of the colored pencil. This course is designed for beginning and advanced students.

Course Objectives: Students will work individually with the instructor to determine specific objectives for meeting their personal and professional goals. Each student will be required to maintain a weekly sketchbook/diary. These will be checked every 2 weeks.

Class : Students will participate in subject matter selection, still life set ups, on-location sketching and group critiques.

Materials, techniques, color theory/optics, mixed media, styles of interpretation (abstract to literal) and compositional arrangements will be emphasized in a workshop approach to solving technical and aesthetic aspects of drawing with color.

Students will be encouraged to participate in Arizona CPSA meetings, workshops and exhibits.

Student Responsibilities:
1. Attendance and participation in class activities.
2. Self-motivation and positive/constructive use of time.
3. Completion of all assignments.
4. Four outside make-up days.

Four Outside Make-Up Days:
See separate handout..

Grading : Students will work individually with the instructor to determine specific objectives.

Evaluation is based on participation and attainment of objectives.

Supplies :
- Papers 14” X 17” or larger
- Erasers
- Sharpener
- Ruler
- Drawing Pencils (graphite) HB, 2B, 4B
- Colored Pencils (24 or more) Professional quality dry or water
- Assorted pens and brushes
- Pencil sharpener
- Sketchbook
- Light with extension cord